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Brian Uhelski and William Tincup talk about how practitioners make the business case or the use case for purchasing Neocase.

The Use Case Podcast: Storytelling about Neocase with Brian Uhelski
Clinical documentation integrity is an excellent and proven use case for AI in healthcare, but providers should understand that not all AI is the same. In fact, many legacy systems that deploy “the ...

Industry Voices—Not all automation is created equally for clinical documentation improvement
Windows 10's virtual desktops can supercharge your productivity, but figuring out why and how to use them can be tricky. Luckily, several Reddit users recently shared their use cases.

Why use virtual desktops? 5 practical reasons from real-world users
Ethan C. Brown, Correspondent Florida Gov. Ron Desantis’ executive order to ban vaccine passports will move forward. The Florida Department of Health will begin enforcing the order on September ...

Vaccine passport bans enforced as cases skyrocket in U.S.
Since starting school in August, Comal and New Braunfels ISD schools have both had to deal with outbreaks of COVID — including some campuses reporting large case numbers.

Comal County schools dealing with rising COVID-19 cases
A federal investigation opened a half-decade ago into a Colebrook health care provider for alleged violations in prescription drug practices led to a case that has now been closed with ...

Federal Opioid Case Closed Against Health Care Provider
The purchase of Covid-19 vaccines by the EU Commission as agent for the Member States has caused substantial political discussion, including a lawsuit against the producer AstraZeneca in Brussels in ...

Best Efforts in the Taxonomy of Obligation – The Case of the EU Vaccine Contracts
Officials said immigration authorities weren’t interested in taking migrants who had no criminal conviction into federal custody. But without documentation, at least one newly released migrant soon ...

After a Texas prosecutor dismissed dozens of migrant trespassing cases, some men were dropped at a border bus station
Thanks to unsafe devices, distracted security staff and COVID-inspired phishing schemes, cyberattacks have hit schools and colleges harder than any other industry during the pandemic.

Cybercriminals use pandemic to attack schools and colleges
The U.S. Department of Labor's back-and-forth position on the Employee Retirement Income Security Act's treatment of environmental, social and governance factors in investing has created significant ...

How ERISA Fiduciaries Can Use ESG: Part 1
Two men who facilitated millions of dollars worth of fraud in crop insurance in Central Kentucky have been sentenced to federal prison.

Judge sentences two key figures in Kentucky crop fraud case
In ‘The Complex Case of Ellie Anderson’, Joona Rasanen and Anna Smajdor raise several ethical questions about the case. One question asks, but does not answer, whether Ellie faced discrimination for ...

Age—not sex or gender—makes the case of Ellie Anderson Complex
Dublin, Aug. 23, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- The "E-Signature Market Research Report: By Component, Deployment Type, Type, Use Case ... the preference for online documentation processes is growing ...

Global E-Signature Market Analysis and Forecasts 2021-2030: Preference for Online Documentation Processes is Growing Rapidly
Documentation of gender-based violence (GBV) cases is important in allowing survivors ... The COVID-19 pandemic has led to increased use of such remote service delivery, with often both survivors ...

Documentation of survivors of gender-based violence (GBV)
Our coronavirus timeline covers vaccination requirements gaining traction from the Rock Hall induction ceremony to federal mandates on hospitals. Plus the Doobie Brothers postpone a Northeast Ohio ...

Vaccination requirements gain traction, concert postponed, school cases, more - coronavirus timeline Sept. 4-10
For example, let’s say you wanted to give someone access to particular technical documentation. You can use CMS Memberships ... If that’s the case, you’ll be able to create a website that ...

5 Ways to Use HubSpot CMS Memberships
Ontario officials have released more guidance on the implementation of the province's proof-of-vaccination system, which comes into effect on Sept. 22.

Province reveals new details on vaccine passport system as Ontario reports 577 new COVID-19 cases
The daughter of my mother is deeming me "too dangerous" to have custody of my daughter because of my stance against forced vaccinations. She is also using the facts that I travel for ministry work as ...

Can someone use vaccine mandates or Covid mandates as a reason to not allow me to have custody of my daughter?
Syracuse football’s home opener against Rutgers on Saturday will be the first time fans are allowed into the Carrier Dome for a football game since the Orange’s season finale in 2019. Syracuse ...

Syracuse won’t be ‘mask police’ at football games, will turn away fans without Covid documentation
Two men who facilitated millions of dollars worth of fraud in crop insurance in Central Kentucky have been sentenced to federal prison. Michael McNew, a former insurance adjuster and agent in Mount ...
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